Calibration diagnostic and updating strategy based on quantitative modeling of near-infrared spectral residuals.
A diagnostic and updating strategy is explored for multivariate calibrations based on near-infrared spectroscopy. For use with calibration models derived from spectral fitting or decomposition techniques, the proposed method constructs models that relate the residual concentrations remaining after a prediction to the residual spectra remaining after the information associated with the calibration model has been extracted. This residual modeling approach is evaluated for use with partial least-squares (PLS) models for predicting physiological levels of glucose in a simulated biological matrix. Residual models are constructed with both PLS and a hybrid technique based on the use of PLS scores as inputs to support vector regression. Calibration and residual models are built with both absorbance and single-beam data collected over 416 days. Effective models for the spectral residuals are built with both types of data and demonstrate the ability to diagnose and correct deviations in performance of the calibration model with time.